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nother month come and gone, and another
exciting issue of The Kanata Networker has been
created. When we embarked on this journey, the
idea was to create a tool for connecting our community.
An intelligent conversation with the business community, about the business community. With this May issue,
we have responded to your comments and suggestions,
and grown the content again. We hope you enjoy the
read. Please let us know what you think. As always,
we would love to hear from you.
With the nicer weather, comes the ability for us to leave
our offices and enjoy the great outdoors during our work
day. We are fortunate in Kanata North to be able to walk
out of our offices and literally walk right into nature.
Consider getting outside more this month. Take a break,
go outside for some fresh air, take a walk at lunch. We
are excited to be starting a walk/run club this month on
May 7th. Check out our website for more details. We
are also celebrating Ride Your Bike to Work Month with
a Lunch and Learn on May 5th. Being active makes us
more productive. Consider it.
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As always, thank you for your interest in your BIA.
I hope you enjoy the read.
Sincerely,

Jenna Sudds
Executive Director, Kanata North BIA
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experience brookstreet
276 four-diamond guestrooms Modern conference & business meeting facilities
Inspired cuisine at Perspectives Restaurant Options Jazz Lounge with live jazz every evening
Au Natural Spa Flex Fitness Studio Indoor and outdoor saltwater pools
Zone 525 interactive games room B Café serving Starbucks coffee

Five Twenty Five Legget Drive | Ottawa Ontario K2K 2W2
613.271.1800 | brookstreet.com

/Brookstreet

@ BrookstreetOtt

experience the marshes
The Marshes 18-hole championship golf course designed by Robert Trent Jones Jr. & Sr.
European PGA approved 9-hole short course, Marchwood Modern meeting facilities
Eclectic dining at Ironstone Grill Jones Lounge for social gatherings
Enjoy Thirsty Thursdays with the Dueling Pianos

Three Twenty Terry Fox Drive | Ottawa Ontario K2K 3L1
613.271.3370 | themarshesgolfclub.com
/MarshesGolfClub
@MarshesGolfClubt

RUN OTTAWA PRESENTS THE

2014

BEAVER CHASE
TUESDAY | MAY 13 | JUNE 10 | JULY 8 | AUGUST 12
LOCATION: RICHCRAFT RECREATION COMPLEX, 4101 INNOVATION DRIVE

2K/6K
RACES START
6:30 P.M.
REGISTER BETWEEN
5:30 AND 6:25 P.M.
REGISTRATION FEES
$5 FOR ADULTS
$2 FOR KIDS
(14 AND UNDER)

Test your fitness with a fun, affordable
evening race in your community!
FIND OUT MORE AT

www.runottawaclub.com

Sterigenics acquires Nordion Inc.

A Nordion medical isotope production team actively engaged in retraining and work-hardening exercises following the May 2009 NRU shutdown.

By JS Communications

T

he recent acquisition of Nordion by American-based
Sterigenics is a win-win for both companies, according to Nordion spokesperson Tamra Benjamin, Vice
President of Public and Government Relations.
The acquisition, expected to close in the second half of this
year, will see Nordion operating as a standalone business
within Sterigenics, with no major impacts on the day to day
activities of its employees. With its headquarters in Kanata,
Nordion is a health science company that provides products
to more than 40 countries around the world used for the
prevention, diagnosis and treatment of disease, such
as sterilization technologies and medical isotopes.
“In the short term, Nordion customers should expect business
as usual. Over the long run, we look forward to working with
existing and new reactor partners to create a larger and more
reliable supply of Cobalt-60 for the future,” says Sterigenics’
Chief Executive Officer Michael Mulhern in a press release.

Both Nordion and Sterigenics share a similar focus on client
service and a mission to protect global health, recognizing the
critical nature of their work in positively impacting global public
health, according to Benjamin.
“Nordion will continue to serve all of its customers and, posttransaction, it will continue to operate and provide services
in much the same way that it does today continuing to make
a difference in the lives of people and families where we live
and work,” she says.
For the workforce at Nordion, the benefit of this transaction
is that Sterigenics wants to keep Nordion strong and stable
while pursuing opportunities for further growth, Benjamin
says. Its employees ultimately want to see Nordion grow
and succeed.
“Sharing similar values with Sterigenics that include a strong
emphasis on safety and quality, this unique combination of
employee talent and product knowledge and future investment
for growth will continue to support our employees, customers,
community and business,” she concludes.
The Kanata Networker
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T

EDxKanata

Did we get your attention?
TedX talks are intended to be
idea-focused, covering a wide range
of subjects to foster learning, inspiration
and wonder. We want to host a TEDx
talk in Kanata this fall, but we need your
help. What are some topics, questions
or ideas that you would like shared?
We want to uncover interesting people
with equally interesting stories and ideas
to share with Kanata. Send us your
thoughts!

Kanata North Community
Recognition Awards
Congratulations to the outstanding
organizations who were nominated
for Organization of the Year 2014.
The awards were handed out by Marianne Wilkinson, with Mayor Jim Watson,
on April 27th. The Kanata North BIA
would like to extend our congratulations
to these businesses for their nomination
and their outstanding contributions
to our community.
• Cisco Systems
• Home Depot
• IceNet Wireless
• Investors Group
• Kanata Food Cupboard
• TechInsights
• The Children’s Place Daycare
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The recipient of the award for 2014
Organization of the Year is Investors
Group. Investors Group has been
a very large supporter of the Kanata
Food Cupboard for a number of years.
From 2006 to 2012, they donated approximately $18,000. Last year, in addition to the usual support and donations
that Investors Group Ottawa-Kanata
gives the Kanata Food Cupboard,
they also started a golf tournament.
The inaugural 2013 Investors Group
Golf Tournament was organized by its
staff, and resulted in a fabulous day of
golf, raising $8,000 in just one day for
the Kanata Food Cupboard.
This was the largest corporate donation
received by the Kanata Food Cupboard
in a number of years, and it came
at a time of growing need within the
community.
The Company has embraced this
corporate-giving philosophy and gives
back to the communities where its offices are located. This corporate culture
is unique and is certainly worthy of
recognition.

New School Site
As many have noticed, preparations
have begun on a property at the crossroads of March Road and Terry Fox
Drive. These are KNL lands that have
been designated for a new school.
The Ottawa-Carleton District School
Board is considering this site as an

alternative to the 2101 - 3101 Innovation Drive site the City denied rezoning
on for a new Elementary School. Stay
tuned for more information on this in
the coming months.

401 March Road
At the southwest corner of March Road
and Station Road (beside Innovapost),
a Site Plan application, as well as Zoning Bylaw amendment, has been made
for this property to allow for a one storey
commercial plaza containing a gas bar
and car wash, two restaurants with drive
thru facility, and a commercial building
that will hold a medical facility.

Study on Building Heights in
Kanata
The City is currently reviewing building
heights throughout Kanata. More information is available on the City’s website.

Run/Walk Club
In partnership with Free Form Fitness,
the Kanata North BIA is thrilled to
announce the start of a walk/run club
happening every Wednesday at noon.
It is free to join, and advance registration is not required. Simply show up on
the Southwest corner of Solandt and
Legget Drive at noon every Wednesday
throughout the warmer months, starting
May 7th. Meeting spot on the corner
of Legget Drive and Solandt. Watch
for the sign.

June 5th
10-2pm Kanata North Job Fair,
Brookstreet Hotel
Companies interested in participating
should contact info@kanatanorthbia.ca
for more information.
Job Seekers watch our website for
more details www.kanatanorthbia.ca

Kanata North Sign
You can expect to see this sign revamped in the coming months to better
reflect our business community. Have
any ideas for making this sign great?
We’d love to hear them! Email us

May 5th
Noon, Ride Your Bike to Work Month
– Lunch and Learn
Join us in Suite 132 at 555 Legget
Drive to kick off Ride Your Bike to Work
Month with an informative Lunch and
Learn – Introduction to Cycle Commuting. Ever contemplate riding your bike
to work? Here is your chance to learn
more about making it happen. Starts
promptly at noon. Bring your lunch
and enjoy the presentation.

May 6th
1st evening of golf for the Kanata North
BIA and The Marshes Women’s Golf
Society

into a challenge facing not only technology firms, but much of Canadian
industry. Topic: Managing Innovation,
and a Canadian Paradox. More information and registration here.

May 28th
Kanata North Networking Event 5-7pm
The Marshes Golf Club
Don’t miss the opportunity to come out
and network with others in the Kanata
North business community. Great
opportunity to network in an intimate,
relaxed setting. Register here.

May 29th
Heart & Stroke Big Bike Event, Kanata
Research Park 355 Legget Drive
Corporate team entries and individual
riders interested in participating in this
event should contact Area Coordinator,
Jeff Larocque.

Join us for 20 weeks of golf, lessons,
and socializing. More details and registration information available here.

May 6th
5pm Tech Tuesday, The Marshes
Golf Club
Wesley Clover invites you to join Bruce
Good from the Conference Board of
Canada, and Dr. Sorin Cohn from BD
Consulting, for some detailed insight
The Kanata Networker
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THE KANATA NORTH BIA IS PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE

Kanata North

TALENT CONNECT
JOB FAIR
June 5th 10am – 2pm
Brookstreet Hotel

• Designated Booth Space
• Electricity Available (first come first serve)
• Refreshments & Snacks Provided.
• Free Parking, Free Wifi available.
If you would like to participate please contact
info@kanatanorthbia.ca for registration form.
We ask for a $50 participation fee from each
business so we ensure your space is reserved.
Join us for what is sure to be a great day!
Let us bring qualified, ambitious job seekers
to you.

Vision for Equestrian Park Revitalization
One of Community Inclusion

K

aren Sparks has been passionate
about horses for as long as she
can remember. A competitive
show jumper, she was particularly
intrigued by how a young carefree foal
matured into an adult mare, trained and
ready for the trials and tribulations of
competition.
“That aspect of the relationship between
human and horse is my favourite,” says
Sparks. “Growing with an animal that
you put your trust in, and nurturing that
trust is extremely rewarding.”
Today, Sparks, daughter of high-tech
mogul Sir Terry Matthews, is furthering that passion by spearheading the
revamp of the former Nepean National
Equestrian Park into Wesley Clover
Parks, an initiative of Matthews’ Wesley
Clover Foundation.
While the immediate task is to reopen
the riding school and campground,
Sparks says the fuller vision will be built
out over time with more than $30 million
being put toward the new facilities in the
next few years.
Sparks is optimistic about what the
revitalized facility will mean for Kanata
and Ottawa Valley residents.
“The Matthews family sees this project
as our way to give back to the community,” says Sparks. “It’s definitely a
personal passion of mine, but it comes
down to increasing people’s access to
the outdoors and offering a variety of
meaningful programming that will be
accessible to all residents.”
Wesley Clover Parks will include riding
stables and a brand new grandstand
that will attract international competitions. Ian Millar, two-time winner of
the Show Jumping World Cup and an

It’s definitely a personal passion of mine,
but it comes down to increasing people’s
access to the outdoors and offering a variety
of meaningful programming that will be
accessible to all residents.
Olympic silver medalist, has been a key
advisor in the development of the park’s
riding school from its infancy, which will
be aptly named the Ian Millar School of
Horsemanship. There will also be trail
riding and equine therapy offered.
Beyond the equestrian park, plans call
for a series of trails, a campground,
recreation facilities, a forest school for
preschool and kindergarten children,
soccer fields, and cross country ski
access.

“In five years, what I would really love
is a robust schedule of activities being
offered year-round at Wesley Clover
Parks. Ideally, every Saturday and
Sunday, you wouldn’t need to check a
website to know something is going on
there. Whether it’s pony rides, Winterlude West, or cross country skiing,
Wesley Clover Parks would simply be a
hub of activity for everyone of all ages.”

If Sparks could look into a crystal ball,
and see five years down the road, her
impressive vision is one that will shape
Kanata’s future for the better.
The Kanata Networker
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Entrepreneur Spotlight: Conrad Lewis

Founder and Vice Chairman of eSight

C

onrad Lewis founded eSight,
a company that develops digital
eyewear that enables people
with low vision or legal blindness to
see, in December 2011. Originally, he
was the only employee at eSight, but
now the company has almost 20 full
time employees and another 15 part
time contractors in a variety of disciplines including engineering, product
development, sales, human resources,
and management.

What events in your personal
life drove you to launch eSight?
Low-vision has had a profound effect
on my personal life as my two sisters
are legally blind. Both have an inherited
retinal disease called Stargardt’s that
interferes with their central vision while
leaving some peripheral vision intact.

What was the biggest hurdle
in getting your business off
the ground?
There were many challenges in the
early days at eSight but ensuring the
technology was accepted in the clinical
community was among the most important. Building a solid foundation in that
community, with an advisory board of
great eye doctors, was very important.
10
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What revolutionary products
has eSight developed?

Why did you choose Kanata North
to house your business?

eSight’s breakthrough technology is our
proprietary eyewear that allows people
with certain kinds of legal blindness
to actually see. Using an integrated
system of technologies, eSight eyewear
compensates for many visual impairments, including Stargardt’s, diabetic
retinopathy, retinopathy of prematurity,
optic nerve hypoplasia, and a variety
of other optic nerve problems. The
eyewear has proven very effective for
customers aged 8-80 and it is the only
technology, medical or otherwise, that
restores vision.

Kanata North is home to an important
technology cluster and it provides a
variety of benefits to a young business
like eSight. There is an exceptional
talent pool in the area from which we
draw a variety of expertise. Our offices
at Kanata Research Park put us in the
heart of that cluster, close to many
amenities.

How do you measure the success
of your products?
We measure success in various ways.
First, we ensure that the eSight eyewear
provides good visual acuity and contrast
vision to clients with visual impairments.
Second, we are always measuring customers’ satisfaction and engagement
after they take eSight home as we
want to ensure that they succeed in
using the technology. Finally, as a business, we are building towards achieving
long-term profitability and growing
the company’s internal resources.

What qualities are unique to
eSight that contribute to its
success?
eSight is a unique intersection of
engineering expertise, a pressing
medical problem, and entrepreneurial
spirit. We have built a team that truly
believes that the work we do changes
people lives.

Conrad Lewis’ Advice
to Entrepreneurs

1

Build a proof of concept
product early. If you don’t
have a product ready, resist
approaching the venture
capital community and find
other means of getting your
proof of concept built.

2

Leverage government
funding wherever it is
available. The SR&ED tax
credit is an excellent resource
to fund research and development and should be used
to its fullest.

3

Carefully manage earlyphase human resources.
As you are starting up, consider where contractors may
be more advantageous than
full-time resources and build
capacity quickly that way.

Low-vision has had a profound effect on my personal life
as my two sisters are legally blind. Both have an inherited
retinal disease called Stargardt’s that interferes with their
central vision while leaving some peripheral vision intact.

The

Q/A Corner

with

Ewan Reid

I had the chance to work at NASA’s Mission
Control Center in Houston for nine of the last
12 Space Shuttle missions. I’ve conducted numerous
testing and verification activities at NASA’s Kennedy
Space Center including testing on the Space
Shuttle on the launch pad just days before launch.

What projects are you involved
in outside of Neptec?

E

wan Reid is the power and electrical systems lead on Neptec’s
Rover Team. He works closely
with Neptec’s space agency customers and the other design leads, and is
responsible for the concept development, design, assembly, integration, test
and operations of power and electrical
subsystems for robotic planetary vehicle
applications.

What is a typical day like for you?
My days vary widely; I could be at my
desk reviewing radiation susceptibility
requirements, I could be in a meeting
deciding how best to design a rover’s
motor system, I could be in the lab
measuring a rover’s power bus with
an oscilloscope or I could be in the
field at a remote mission control site
operating the rover during a simulated
lunar mission.

This past January I was selected to be
a crew engineer on a two-week high
fidelity Mars mission simulation in the
high altitude Utah dessert. Aside from
my responsibilities as crew engineer
I conducted field testing of a robotic
platform – the Kuon – and some associated sensors including a stereo camera
system designed here at Neptec. Last
summer I completed the International
Space University’s (ISU) Space Studies
Program – a nine-week interdisciplinary course on Space at the ISU main
campus in Strasbourg, France.

Tell me more about the Kuon.
The Kuon is a four-wheeled robotic vehicle that was developed by a company
in Colorado called RoadNarrows. They
provided Kuon as a testing platform for
the simulated Mars mission I described
above. The Kuon is a capable, rugged
off-road machine that had no problem
operating in any of the rocky and dusty
Mars-like terrain where I exercised it.

I’ve conducted numerous testing and
verification activities at NASA’s Kennedy
Space Center including testing on the
Space Shuttle on the launch pad just
days before launch. But I think the highlight so far was manning the ROVER
console operator position during a
NASA-led field trial on a volcano top
in Hawaii where our rover – Artemis Jr
– was tested along with NASA science
hardware in a simulated mission to find
water on the lunar pole.

Ideally, where do you see yourself
in 10 years?
In ten years I would like to be able to
say that I was a lead designer and a
flight controller on a team that put a
Canadian rover on the Moon and helped
prove the existence of water ice there.

What’s been the most memorable
event in your professional
career?
This is a difficult question. I had the
chance to work at NASA’s Mission
Control Center in Houston for nine
of the last 12 Space Shuttle missions.

The Kanata Networker
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HOT TOPICS IN HUMAN RESOURCES

Beginning, Managing and Ending Employment: A Series
@ Allan Snelling LLP | Main Boardroom, Suite 600, 340 March Road, Ottawa, Ontario
Join Bill Parker, employment lawyer and Megan Cornell, business lawyer, at one or all of these
complimentary sessions designed to bring business owners and senior managers up to date on the
most recent HR law developments.
REGISTRATION REQUIRED: WWW.ALLANSNELLING.EVENTBRITE.CA

SAFEGUARDING YOUR INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY AND OTHER HIRING ISSUES
Thursday, May 22, 2014 5:30-7:00pm
MANAGING MENTAL HEALTH AND OTHER ISSUES IN THE WORKPLACE
Thursday, June 5, 2014 5:30-7:00pm
PROTECTING YOUR COMPANY ROLODEX - EMPLOYEE TERMINATIONS
Thursday, June 19, 2014 5:30-7:00pm

Bill practices civil litigation and
employment law. He has
worked as a Crown Prosecutor
and has represented clients at
the Ontario Human Rights
Tribunal, the Ontario Labour
Relations Board and the
Ontario Courts. As part of Allan
Snelling’s litigation practice
group, Bill has experience advising clients on all aspects of
employment law, human rights complaints, insurance claims,
commercial litigation and construction disputes.

Megan specializes in working
with entrepreneurs to provide
all legal supports to enable their
business. Megan has years of
experience advising companies
on all manner of business
issues, including incorporation
and structuring, mergers and
acquisitions, ﬁnancing and
transitioning. Megan also provides specialized advice on
corporate employment matters, including employment
contracts, compensation, HR management and terminations.

wparker@CompellingCounsel.com
613-270-8600 x 239

mcornell@CompellingCounsel.com
613-270-8600 x240

Your parents helped
you cross the street...
Now they need you
to help them make
the right decision.
At Chartwell, our professionally
trained staff can help you
navigate the decision-making
process and help you
decide on the best option.
Call today to arrange
your personal visit and
complimentary lunch!

20 Shirley’s Brook Drive, Kanata

Call 613-591-8939
Chartwell offers its residents a
secure and rewarding lifestyle that
they can be happy to call home.

“We really want to encourage as many
people to get involved in Ottawa’s Bike
to Work Month as we can. We are
especially reaching out to people who
are interested in biking to work but are
not sure where to start,” Wilker says.

Kanata North Engineer Bojana Kolbah poses with
her son, and her cargo bike.

on’t be surprised if you see
more cyclists than usual on
the roads and trails this May.
Brought to you by the City of Ottawa,
May officially kicks off Bike to Work
Month and many Kanata residents
have committed to cycling to their
office for its duration.
“This is a great initiative that gets the
community together to focus on the
ease, convenience and health benefits
of cycling,” says Kathleen Wilker, a
transportation demand management
program coordinator at EnviroCentre.
To celebrate the city wide initiative
which kicked off at City Hall on May
1st, EnviroCentre has coordinated a
series of events on behalf of the City
of Ottawa, including a free public lunch
and learn in Kanata North on May 5th
from 12 p.m. to 1 p.m.
Various prizes will also be given out to
those individuals and companies who
log onto biketoworkottawa.com and
pledge to Pedal and Win during May.
For cyclists riding on a workplace team,
prizes will be given to the team cycling
the most kilometres during the month
of May and for convincing the largest
number of new cyclists to sign up.
14
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People might hesitate to start biking to
work due to the long distance, but there
are so many options available, she says.
People can ride in their local neighbourhoods to a transit station where they
can either lock up their bikes or use
the Rack and Roll bike racks on many
OC Transpo busses to bring their bikes
with them, allowing them to travel much
greater distances.
“People who ride their bikes to work,
even if it’s just for part of the way,
experience significant savings on gas
and parking, enjoy the health benefits
of exercise, reduce their carbon footprint and are generally less stressed
in the workplace,” adds Wilker.
For beginners, an important first step
to riding is choosing the right bike, she
says, and many prefer a city bike that
allows them to sit upright and see their
surroundings and traffic easily. Wilker
also encourages people to map out
their bike routes by selecting to travel
by bicycle when using Google Maps,
and to try out the different routes on
the weekends or with a coworker to
see what route they are most comfortable with.
Kanata North is an ideal place for
people to commute to and from work
by bike because much of the existing
infrastructure is already there, such as
the busses equipped with bike racks
and the paved shoulder lanes for
cyclists, says Kanata North Councillor
Marianne Wilkinson, who also sits on
the city’s Transportation Committee.

The city’s 2013 Transportation Master
Plan included an extension of a paved
shoulder from Herzberg Road to March
Road, and this will be implemented
some time in 2014 which will be extremely beneficial for cyclists in the
area, she adds.
Other Bike to Work events will include
“Gear up, Check up, and Ride” on May
10th where people can get discounted
items on bike safety equipment from
retailers listed on Adoptahelmet.com
and free bike assessments, and “Bike
to School and Work Day” on May 21st
to encourage parents and their children
to commute by bike together. RightBike
will also be at city hall for the first three
weeks of May offering bike repairs.
For more information on events or
for the location of the lunch and learn
click here.

The ABC’s of Being
Ride-Ready:
A - Air: Are your tires
properly inflated?
B - Brakes: Do you come
to a complete stop when
you apply your brakes?
C - Chains: Is your chain
running smoothly?

2013 Bike to Work Month
by the Numbers
1412 residents participated
in Bike to Work Month

363 workplace team
members participated
138 workplace requested
electronic workplace toolkits
53 workplace teams
registered to Pedal and Win
17 Lunch and Learns on
Cycle Commuting, Bike
Maintenance and Safe
Cycling were delivered

The Kanata North BIA
Networking Series

Last Wednesday
of every month 5-7pm
The Marshes Golf Club 320 Terry Fox Drive

Interesting People.
Intimate Setting.
The opportunities are endless.
Grow your network.
RSVP to info@kanatanorthbia.ca

Innovators of Today
Learners, Not Experts

upon a pre-existing product. It does
not take a genius to innovate; it takes
a genius to invent. All of the tools are
laid out neatly on a table; all one has
to do is pick up those tools and use
them efficiently.

C

hances are the products used
everyday by people worldwide
were not the first of their kind.
It was refined time and time again, by
multiple companies. This product used
today is the result of innovation. Innovation is not only evident today, but it has
been seen throughout history. Portugal
was not the leading country in European
expansion because they created the
ship, but because they took the ships
made by other countries and made
them better.

Many people think that the innovators
of today are those who come from ivyleague schools, are experts in their field,
and have a whole boatload of money
behind them for support. Simply put,
they are wrong. Oftentimes the large,
successful innovating companies
and their founders started off just like
everyone else. Innovation is not creating some new, revolutionary product
the world has never seen. In fact, by
definition, innovation is the improvement

It does not take a genius to innovate;
it takes a genius to invent. All of the
tools are laid out neatly on a table; all one
has to do is pick up those tools and
use them efficiently.
16
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Reading the biographies of the innovators of today will reveal a shocking truth.
If these people are not experts, then
how do they do it? The simple answer
is passion and persistence. Entrepreneurs will try hundreds of products before they get one that is a hit. One just
doesn't see the many failures of these
people; they only see the one success
that made them rich. Innovators will
do anything to create something great,
including feeding off the knowledge of
the true experts of the field. Like a
parasite, they will jump from expert to
expert, absorbing and benefiting from
their ideas and knowledge. Take Steve
Jobs for example. He is one of the most
well-known, successful entrepreneurs
on the planet. He dropped out of college, and he was not a genius. He didn't
create the computer, or the phone, or
the mp3 player. He worked with experts
in each respective field, and together
they did something great.
Innovation is everywhere. Successful
companies today don't invent brand
new products, they innovate existing
ones. Although one would think only
the brilliant can accomplish this, communicating with multiple experts in
a field, combined with a little passion
and persistence, can yield much more
success. History repeats itself. The
Portuguese yesterday, Steve Jobs
today, and tomorrow, it can be you.

TUESDAY, JUNE 17TH 2014

Investors Group Ottawa-Kanata
Golf Tournament to benefit the
Kanata Food Cupboard
Kanata Golf &
Country Club
7000 Campeau Dr.,
Kanata, O N K2K 1X 5

10:00am BBQ Lunch & Registration
11:30am Shotgun Start
5:00pm Dinner & Auction



$170/player
$680/foursome

Event Highlights:

18 Holes of golf, shotgun start

Buffet Lunch

Dinner

Silent Auction

Sponsored contests

Welcome gift

TO REGISTER AND/OR SPONSOR, CONTACT:
Anthony Sam, Regional Director at 613-591-7639 ext.223 or
Anthony.Sam@investorsgroup.com

Protecode: Helping Companies Understand Their Code

O

pen source software powers
most modern technology and
the reason for this is simple:
open source saves time and reduces
development costs. Rather than reinventing the wheel, developers can
access freely available code to quickly
solve many problems they encounter
during development.
But, what if you’re about to undergo
an M&A or technology transfer and
need to verify the intellectual property
of your software? Maybe you’re part
of a software supply chain and you have
to provide a list of third party licenses
and license obligations included in your
product… What if the open source
package you are using contains a security vulnerability or encryption content?
Your developers probably haven’t been
keeping track of all of the open source
packages they are using…
That’s where Protecode comes in.
Headquartered in Kanata, Protecode
provides products and services that
scan your code base, uncover all open
source and third party software components and report on licensing obligations, copyrights, security vulnerabilities
and encryption content within the
code base.
Protecode’s expertise depends on its
Global IP Signatures Database (GIPS),
a massive collection of open source and
public domain code, and it is continually
updated. Aiming to make open source
compliance as accessible as possible,
Protecode has solutions to fit any
business need.

Protecode’s flagship solution, Protecode
Enterprise System™, is a comprehensive solution for managing open source
components at all stages of the development process. With this solution,
organizations can pre-approve packages before they enter the development
environment and manage open source
in real time on the developer’s desktop.

Protecode’s expertise
depends on its Global
IP
Signatures
Database
(GIPS), a massive collection
of open source and public
domain code, and it is
continually updated.
Small companies (or products groups
within larger companies) that
are just getting started with open source
management can get up and running
quickly with Protecode Compact™.
Compact is a stand-alone, single-seat,
software license management solution,
combining the features of the Enterprise
System’s Enterprise Server (ES) and
Enterprise Analyzer (EA).
Protecode Certified™ is a professional
software code auditing service performed by Protecode’s licensing experts
who will analyze your code, and provide
a complete view of all third party content
in a software portfolio.

All Protecode open source scanning
products and services generate a variety
of reports including: license obligations,
license compatibility, copyrights, security
vulnerabilities and encryption content.
Protecode was founded in 2007 and
opened up its headquarters in Kanata
to take advantage of the wealth of high
tech knowledge located here. Outside
of North America, Protecode relies on
a network of resellers to sell its products
and services worldwide.
Protecode aims to increase open
source software adoption and make
sure quality, security or intellectual
property do not suffer as a result of
using open source code. Open source
governance doesn’t have to be difficult
or require extensive training. With the
proper tools in place organizations can
confidently take advantage of all of the
benefits open source software has
to offer. For more information, visit
www.protecode.com.
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Let us tell yours.

JS Communications is a Kanata-based
company specialized in public affairs
and media relations.

Selling Through

Channel 101
By Allan Place

S

o, you're a young company with
a hot product that's flying off the
shelves. The moneys rolling in,
you're feeling invincible and so have
set your sights to selling overseas.
How hard could it be? Talk to anyone
who has done it and they'll tell you to
Buckle Up. It will be a rough ride. That
isn't to say it won't be exciting and
profitable, but it isn't easy. So why
do it? Advantages of bringing on
resellers include:
• Transfer of sales responsibility
to others so you can focus on
domestic business.
• Selling internationally faster and
at a much lower cost than opening
offices or selling direct
• A local presence means selling in
the local language on their time zone.
• If you've chosen well, your channel
will have existing relationships with
the right customers.
All is not sweetness and light however.
• You have no direct control over resellers. They may carry multiple products
and will be loyal to the most profitable
lines. Unless yours is one of them you
won't get much attention.
• “Mind share equals market share”.
You must invest heavily in reseller
relationships; on boarding process,
training (sales & technical) pre-sales
engineering, in region travel etc.
22
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• It's difficult to establish relationships
with the customers. If your reseller
leaves, you lose the customers.
• You're at the mercy of the reseller's
ability to sell effectively.
This article touches on three of the
most important points related to Channel Partner Selection and Management.

Business Plan Development
“If you don't know where you're going,
any road will take you there”. The same
is true of your partners. Have business
planning sessions with them and arrive
at clearly agreed-on goals, plans of action and mutual commitments. This will
help mitigate disappointment and allow
you to better monitor their performance.

Choosing the Wrong Reseller
You must develop a formalized reseller
matrix and assess/score prospective
resellers on a broad range of criteria.
The following are generally the most
important.
• Is their existing customer base
your buyers?
• What products are they carrying?
Are they aligned with yours?
Is the source of revenue for
anyone more than 25%?
• Can they provide the required
technical support?
• Do they have a strong reputation
and are financially sound?
• Are their business goals/plan
aligned with yours?
Getting the right resellers is critical.
It creates a better partner fit, lowers
technical support costs, increases
overall participation, promotes faster
on boarding, a higher close ratio and
so reduced recruitment and maintenance costs.

Have business planning sessions with
them and arrive at clearly
agreed-on goals, plans of
action and mutual
commitments.
Too Much Too Soon
“If you focus on everything, you're
concentrating on nothing”. At the
beginning of a reseller/supplier relationship everyone is excited and optimistic.
Resellers frequently underestimate the
amount of effort and resources needed
to succeed. You must temper their enthusiasm. Do not give too much territory
to a new reseller. It is understood that
a balance must be struck between
what type (profile) and how many
(coverage and capacity) resellers are
needed. These have to be addressed
concurrently.

Quality child care programs for busy
working families looking for conventional
or ﬂexible child care options.

Two locations
to serve you!

Care available

24 hours – 7 days a week

* 310 Legget Drive

* 1150 Carling Ave.

We offer Child
Care Solutions!

(613)592-5002 * www.childrensplace.on.ca

How to motivate your employees at work
And It's not all about the salary!

I

f you're an employer, manager or
supervisor, it's important to understand what motivates your employees
and helps them to be fulfilled in their
jobs. Although money is certainly a
motivating factor for many employees,
it isn't the only reason that people work
and get enjoyment from it; in fact, there
are many other reasons that drive a
person's desire to work effectively for
their business.

Having a good team structure makes a big
difference to how a person enjoys their
work. A good mix of personalities, approaches
and skill sets in a team promotes cross team
working and helps everyone feel that they
are moving together in the right direction.

The main motivation factors
for an employee are:

Wanting to do a good job

Feedback from their boss

This is a vital part of employees feeling
valued. No-one wakes up in the morning and thinks 'I'm going to do a bad
job today!' Instead, employees like to
feel proud of a job or piece of work that
they have done well.

An important part of helping employees
to feel valued is in providing positive
feedback and thanks for a job well
done. This can be as simple as a quick
'thank you' or more thorough such as
a one on one review where you talk
through a piece of work that they have
recently completed.

• Wanting to do a good job
• Encouragement from their boss
• Clear goals and objectives
• Trust and autonomy
• Coaching and support
• Teammates
• Environment and surroundings
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You can help this by providing plenty
of opportunities for employees to show
they can do a good job. Provide work
that is challenging but not overwhelming
and that is enjoyable for them to do.

You can help this by recognizing when
an employee has gone above and beyond what might normally be expected
of them

Clear goals and objectives
Employees like to feel that the job they
are doing makes a difference to the
business as a whole; people want to
make an impact. One of the easiest
ways to do this is to have clear job
descriptions, objectives and goals that
you want your employees to reach and
to review these objectives with them
on a regular basis, so they know that
they're on track.
You can help this by developing thorough, easily understandable SMART
goals and objectives and reviewing
them regularly with your employees.

Providing trust and autonomy
Having trust in an employee means
giving them the autonomy and authority
to do a specific piece of work in the way
that they think best, without micromanaging them. This demonstrates that you
have confidence in their skills, abilities,
knowledge and capability.
You can help this by delegating tasks
and authority to employees and trusting
that they will get things right.

Coaching and support
Sometimes, an employee might be a
little out of their depth, but they want to
develop their skills and abilities. In these
cases, you can help them feel better
about their work by providing coaching,
support and training.
You can help this by making mentoring,
training and other help available to them
and allowing the employee to push
themselves, providing encouragement
where needed.

Sometimes, an employee might be
a little out of their depth, but they
want to develop their skills and abilities. In
these cases, you can help them feel better
about their work by providing coaching,
support and training.
Teammates

In closing

Having a good team structure makes a
big difference to how a person enjoys
their work. A good mix of personalities,
approaches and skill sets in a team
promotes cross team working and
helps everyone feel that they are moving
together in the right direction.

Putting these techniques into practice
will definitely help your employees to
feel more valued to be useful to your
organization. Using these practical tips
can raise morale, help everyone be
more productive and lead to a happier,
more fulfilling workplace.

You can help this by reviewing your
teams and structures and adapting
them so that they suit the needs of
everyone.

Environment and surroundings
The physical environment that a person
works in can have a profound effect on
people's moods. Having a light and airy
office with decent facilities like coffee,
fresh water, fresh fruit and the like, whilst
providing a place that employees can
relax shows that you care about your
employees when they are on breaks or
not working.
You can help this by asking your
employees what types of facilities they
would like to have in the workplace, and
doing your best to achieve them.
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JULY 1 KANATA
8 AM to 10 AM
EARL OF MARCH HIGH SCHOOL

A RUN FOR EVERYONE!
5K • 10K • 1.5K FUN RUN • 100 METRE TOT TROT
IN SUPPORT OF

FUND RUN TO FUNDRAISE!

Join the Queensway Carleton Hospital
and Fund Run to help advance care for
all ages in our community. Raise $100
and receive a $25 Bushtukah Gift Card
and an “I’m running with Team QCH”
t-shirt!

REGISTER AT:

RUNOTTAWA.CA
Then follow links to Fund Run with QCH!

